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Based on a research concerning literary works by the authors from Central and Eastern European 
countries living in Italy, this article explores the imaginary bonded to a vast geographical area and 
to a variety of social experiences connected to that area under regime or to the post-migration con-
dition. The interviews conducted with the selected writers allow the authoress to gather elements 
that show the perception of the place of origin and its connection with neighboring countries, 
suggested by different motivations. The literary works cited in the article give testimony of lives 
under regimes and describe moments of transition due to political and social change or to the 
choice to migrate. While revealing sometimes a stereotyped view of the idea of ‘East’ in opposi-
tion to the ‘West’, these different voices, located at a spatial and temporal distance from the social 
realities they explore, suggest an important role of  literary expression as means for contrasting the 
oblivion of the past and present injustices.
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1. The other Europe
This article is based on a broader research, concerning the literary pro-
duction of the authors from Central and Eastern European countries. The 
research was also carried out through the collection of interviews with the 
authors, conducted between 2013 and 2014, some of which will be cited 
here. The analysis of these interviews and literary works, written in Ital-
ian and published in Italy, revealed the presence of an imaginary linked 
to a geographical area and a shared past, even in the presence of strong 
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historical variables. The different narratives have highlighted perceptions 
of ‘before’ and ‘after’, of ‘here’ and ‘there’, recognizing, perhaps, pre-
cisely in the literary expression an essential tool to point out the peculi-
arities of power relations, to reflect on the power of language and the use 
of language by power, in order to  propose alternative or complementary 
representations to the historical or political ones.
A critical starting point is the question of where to locate and how 
to define the region of interest: The idea of ‘Eastern Europe’, born dur-
ing the Enlightenment (Wolff, 1994), enriched with new meanings during 
the Cold War and finally associated with the ‘Soviet Bloc’, reveals some 
fragility since we often do not want to consider its territories in the con-
text of the Russian sphere of influence. ‘Mitteleuropa’, on the other hand, 
shows itself more oriented towards Germanic cultures and represents the 
German perspective not only on countries in the East but also on parts of 
Germany itself (Neubauer, 2003, 6). ‘Central Europe’, re-emerged in the 
1980s thanks above all to such intellectuals like Czesław Miłosz, Milan 
Kundera, and Danilo Kiš (Kiš, 1987; Miłosz, 1986; Górska, 2011), would 
seem  to guarantee a certain independence both from Western traditions 
and Russian influence, attributing to the region a personality of its own 
(Cornis-Pope, Neubauer, 2002, 9). While the idea of Central Europe had 
as its purpose precisely that of excluding and differentiating the Balkans, 
the concept of Central and Eastern Europe, which I use in this article to re-
fer to this large region, appears more comprehensive, applying also to the 
countries of the ex-Yugoslavia and Albania (Neubauer, 2003, 8–9). The 
term became crucial after 1989, following the transformations that led to 
the end of the socialist regimes, and gained more importance since 2004, 
when the process of annexation to the European Union of some states of 
the former Soviet Bloc began (Kłoczowski, 2009, 11–12). While choos-
ing a definition, in this context, is never neutral (Cornis-Pope, Neubauer, 
2002, 3), it is important to stress that, though using different terminologies, 
justifications and borders, the other Europe has been at the center of atten-
tion of scientists from various fields and has been present for a long time 
in the collective imagination of the Europeans.
Recalling a geological fault, Central and Eastern Europe has been 
a manifestation of the ‘clash of civilizations’ (Huntington, 1993, 29–30), 
and, just like a collision between tectonic plates, its meaning has changed 
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over time but not its position (Kirshenko, 2001). In its most ancient form, 
the fault divided Europe and Byzantium (Szücs, 1996, 8–9). Later, it de-
fined areas whose populations belonged to different religions (Huntington, 
1993, 30–31). The ‘middle lands’ condition of Central and Eastern Euro-
pean countries became particularly evident between the 1930s and 1940s, 
when pressures deriving from forces involved in the Second World War 
produced alliances that had consequences on the political balance of the 
following decades (Stokes, 1997, 7, 19, 21–22). But even after the end of 
the Cold War the fault remained, marking a cultural division instead of the 
ideological one. In more recent times, Central and Eastern European coun-
tries have experienced less democratic political systems and have often 
been the scene of intense, often violent, political and social transforma-
tions (Huntington, 1993, 29–31).
Although this synthesis may appear satisfactory at first glance, it is 
important to emphasize that, just as the ‘West’ cannot be viewed as a mo-
nolith (Todorova, 1996, 9), the region we are taking into consideration 
contains many categories, such as its Slavic and Orthodox elements, which 
are not internally homogeneous (Garzaniti, 2013; Graciotti, 1992; 1998–
1999; 2006; Moracci, 2013; Picchio, 1991; Vitale, 2001). Thus, while we 
observe a co-presence of possible internal lines of separation, which si-
multaneously involve linguistic and cultural areas both within them and in 
opposition to what surrounds them, Central and Eastern Europe, with its 
long history of clashes and overlaps (Brubaker, 1998, 120), can be viewed 
as a territory of conflict as well as of union (Marinelli, 2008, 73).
In recent times, Central and Eastern European countries have experi-
enced forms of affiliation different either from the religious factor or from 
the cultural/linguistic one (Ziffer, 2007, 42–49). In this process, “writers 
have played a primary role”, placing themselves on a trajectory that had al-
ready seen the emergence of important voices at the international level to the 
extent that they had manifested forms of dissent and resistance against the re-
gimes under which they lived (Garzaniti, 2013, 35). When Édouard Glissant 
states that “at the rise of communities there is always an irresistible, poetic 
cry” (Glissant, 1998, 28), he refers to the communities that have been con-
stituted for millennia, to ‘great peoples’ that recognize their common origins 
in ‘great books’. Yet the paths of institutionalization of literature in situations 
of political and identity uncertainty such as those described above follow 
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similar paths (Cornis-Pope, Neubauer, 2002, 13). The literary projects born 
in that context contained all the tension coming from the antagonistic forces 
that generated them: the intent to establish a central power on the one hand 
and the voices of minority groups in search of an expression of their own 
on the other (Neubauer, 2003, 4). For many intellectuals, this other Europe 
brings into existence an utopian world, “a poetic homeland of extendable 
topography, where authors consciously set their works” (Bodrožić, 2001; 
Neubauer, 2003, 2). And so, perhaps, today’s authors, even and especially 
those located at a distance, continue to reflect on the experience that, for 
them, still identifies an universe positioned along the ‘twentieth meridian’ 
(Kąkolewski, Olendzki, 1993).
2. Moving ‘a millimeter’
The effort itself of defining a common region of provenance while 
studying migrant literature may be questionable, since connecting the au-
thors to their place of origin seems to express the choice to distance the 
very same authors from the literary environment where their works are 
born and published, suggesting, ultimately, that they must be considered 
‘other’ regardless of the quality and the impact of their presence in the 
cultural field. The question becomes even stronger when we cannot hold to 
a clearly defined concept such as a country political borders or a common 
mother-tongue. Still, some data regarding the production of the authors 
from Central and Eastern European countries in Italy show peculiarities 
that justify the interest for such selection. For instance, a brief comparison 
of statistical data regarding migrant population with the frequency of liter-
ary publications of any genre has already showed that the percentage of 
migrants from Central and Eastern European countries in Italy that write 
and publish in Italian language is high, but especially this number is re-
presented by women in a greater percentage than that the same population 
presence is on Italian territory (Belozorovich, 2019, 15). Another interest-
ing issue is the one regarding qualitative aspects of such publications and 
their luck on the Italian market, where works by female writers from Cen-
tral and Eastern European countries have had the possibility of reaching 
major editors and are frequently presented with special attention to their 
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ability to testimony experiences connected with the region of provenance 
and its recent history (Belozorovich, 2019, 233–287). Therefore, I would 
like to suggest that to the theoretical definition of the ‘twentieth meridian’ 
area we might add the factual existence, in this specific context, of a cate-
gory recognized by the literary market and by the public opinion through 
definitions which are not always so rigorous and seem remain in constant 
dialogue with the persons they involve, negotiating a ‘mission’ for their 
literary production and their position in the cultural field.
That is why a key point of the interviews carried out with the authors 
was the perception of one’s own area of origin and the possibility of con-
necting it to a larger region that included neighboring countries. Although 
the question was never explicit (Belozorovich, 2019, 11–12) and used as 
starting point for literary works, many authors focused  one way or another 
on the description of how they perceived their own place of origin, offer-
ing a distinction between the latter and the current location. Associating 
herself with a wider notion of “Eastern World”, the Bosnian Enisa Bukvić 
speaks of affinities originated from similar readings. The authoress also fo-
cuses on the education and on the widespread reading culture in the social-
ist countries, an aspect also recalled by Anilda Ibrahimi, from Albania: “As 
a child I read, I read everything”, she says, and this is what „distinguishes 
everyone from the countries, let’s say, beyond the Berlin wall”. 
Besides these general references to some common practices and the 
feeling of a community based on a similar value given to literature and 
reading in general, the image of  “a poetic homeland of extendable topo-
graphy” (Bodrožić, 2001, 56) might be connected with the choice of set-
ting the novels in a country different from one’s own and in the explanation 
given for such choices by the authors. Duška Kovačević, born in Croatia, 
places the characters of her novel L’orecchino di Zora ([Zora’s earring] 
2007) in Bosnia. She explains that this choice was based on the fact that 
the characters are migrants; still, “it could very well be set in Croatia as 
well as any other country where people move from to a better world”, 
she says, „anywhere in Eastern Europe”. The Romanian-born author Irina 
Ţurcanu sets the novel La frivolezza del cristallo liquido ([The frivolity of 
liquid crystal] 2010) in Chișinău. While admitting that she has never been 
to Moldova, she explains that this was an attempt not to speak directly 
of Romania but moving only “a millimeter”. Perhaps unconsciously, she 
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reflects, “I didn’t want to leave Romania, and I didn’t want to stay there”. 
Ultimately, “the choice was certainly [between] Italy and non-Italy”. In 
both cases, as well as in several others (ex.: Mujčić, 2012) placing the 
main character, with whom the authoress shares at least some experiences 
(being a woman, having migrated), in a different Central European coun-
try, a slight shift might be only observed which does not impact on the 
possibility of developing a credible plot. It must be stressed that the cul-
tural and political environment of the country where the stories are set, is 
anything but peripheral in these plots, being often described as the cause 
of the events.
Besides the interviews, some definitions of a broad perception of the re-
gion, based on common experiences, are found in the texts. In La mano che 
non mordi ([The hand that you won’t bite] 2007), the Albanian Ornela Vorp-
si refers to Central and Eastern European states as to “suffering countries” 
whose literature “fails to affect as much as it should” (Vorpsi, 2007, 5). In 
E se Fuad avesse avuto la dinamie? ([What if Fuad had had the dynamite?] 
2009), by Serbian-born Elvira Mujčić, the protagonist affirms bitterly “What 
do they care about the others? It’s not their fault if I was born in a problem-
atic country, it’s my own business” (Mujčić, 2009, 20), taking into account 
the Italians / Westerners who cannot understand her anxiety, connected with 
a hard relationship between the past and the present. Still in Mujčić, in the 
novel La lingua di Ana ([Ana’s language] 2012), the protagonist, a Molda-
vian teenager, confides: “I was ashamed of coming from a poor country, of 
being called ‘the Eastern girl’” (Mujčić, 2012, 64).
These few notes aim to highlight different configurations of possible 
memberships and share a common lexicon that apparently belongs to all 
actors in the field, with all its inaccuracies and approximations. A sense of 
‘us’ and ‘them’ seems to be the most generic and at the same time char-
acterizes symptom of that fracture that lies along the twentieth meridian, 
maintaining its problematic foundation despite the historical and social 
changes. The Berlin Wall has fallen, many of the countries of origin of these 
authors are today part of the European Union, and a global communication 
allows them to exchange any kind of information across the borders, mak-
ing it possible to share and juxtapose different cultural readings of broad 
phenomena such as, for example, like the condition of women, of workers, 
the conception of family. Still, many of the novels published by those who 
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left these countries in the nineties or around 2000 seem to problematize the 
gap between the experiences of before and after, roughly divided into the 
East and the West, stressing the weight of the memory and the harshness 
of the passage, whether it is expressed by physical displacement of the 
character or by the transformation of the political and social environment 
in the country of origin.
3. Between the past and the present
The presence of socialist regimes and their almost contemporary col-
lapse, often through violent events, unites the recent history of the coun-
tries located along the twentieth meridian line. This aspect occurs in 
a more or less direct and more or less frequent way in the writings of the 
authors. The violence of a regime that wants to penetrate every aspect of 
an individual’s life entails a disruptive change that traces a vertical and 
net line between before and after. “Power can do many things, but it can-
not stop the time”, writes Ingrid Coman (2010, 169) in conclusion to her 
novel Per chi crescono le rose (Who the roses grow for), dedicated to the 
1989 Revolution in Romania. The authoress refers to the change that the 
passage of time brings with it, but also to the constant feeling of ‘waiting’ 
that she associates with living under regime as an expression of a form of 
dependency that the authority creates for its citizens.  Moreover, this state-
ment comes shortly before articulating the idea that the ‘true’ Romanian 
people were the ones who could finally be seen after the revolution ended 
(Coman, 169–170). Its wounds were visible and the future unknown, but 
the transformation that took place was also a chance to define a new iden-
tity that would not be ‘dictated’ anymore.
Among the novels that focus on changes that occurred on the political 
and social level around that period, the tension between the definition of 
a people and its own need for a name is often shown as a painful moment. 
One clear example is given by Croatian Vera Slaven in her novel Cercasi 
Dedalus disperatamente ([Desperately seeking Dedalus] 1997) regarding 
Yugoslavian War. In a chapter entitled “La guerra cominciò con la gramma-
tica” ([The war began with grammar] Slaven, 1997, 82–85), some expres-
sive subtleties concerning the social transformation are brought to light:
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The war started just like that, with grammatical blunders, sometimes casual, sometimes 
intentional. [...] They intended to demonstrate the new indisputable and the most demo-
cratic power in the world!
They were intentional when new journalists claimed that Tito was not even a native of 
our former country, that he was a Russian spy, that he was a Hungarian transvestite. [...]
After the Second World War [...] everyone wanted to be the sons of proletarians or 
sharecroppers, everyone swore that they had no bourgeois aunts, capitalist hoteliers 
fathers, everyone repudiated kulak uncles or noble relatives. [...]
Now everyone had to [...] be pure Slovenians, pure Serbs, pure Croats, pure Muslims.
People changed names and surnames again, these tired people renamed themselves 
with the new canon of cleanliness, purity, neatness, disinfection (Slaven, 1997, 82).
New definitions for the people are to replace old ones and  symbol-
ize the entrance of a new era; still, in both cases, the categories used also 
reflect different guarantees of safety for those who occupy them. The re-
naming process is in itself a sign of a revolution taking place (Klemperer, 
2013, 77–78), but the new names, far from being felt as a relief by people 
whom those names should be applied to, seem to be a new origin of anxi-
ety. Most importantly, while declaring itself as ‘the most democratic in the 
world’, this new power ‘declares’ what people should be with no apparent 
negotiation. What is described, instead, is a reaction by those who not nec-
essarily recognize themselves in these new definitions.
The existence of the printed paper and, by extension, of all the media, 
leads the manipulative mechanisms of power over language and through 
language to its maximum expression and, if it cannot harmonize with in-
dividual opinions, it makes sure that only homogeneous definitions can 
circulate (Kutjavina, Saralieva, 2003, 27) along with labels or value judg-
ments with which each individual enters into a relationship. In this context, 
apparently individual choices about whom to perceive ‘similar’ to each 
other, or which group one should identify with, acquire a public character, 
and are tinged with political connotations, intersecting the precise rela-
tionship of the individual with the boundaries that are been imposed from 
above (Ušakin, 1996, 137). As Gustavo Zagrebelsky (2007, 14–38) teach-
es, democracy is based on attention to the individual and not the mass, dia-
logue about the detriment of acquired truths,  space given to multiple iden-
tities instead of on the imposition of majority identities, and finally quality 
and variety of the words and public discourse. These few passages from 
Slaven’s novel, and the ones that follow, reveal on the one hand some of 
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the ways in which the use of speech can promote a non-democratic power 
(through the announcement of ‘new’ truths and the provision of exclusion-
ary labels), and on the other, the sense of disorientation and the spasmodic 
search for definition by the people, in a context in which security seems to 
take precedence over identity. It deserves to be noticed, that Slaven traces 
a parallel between the conditions of the post-war Yugoslavia and the post-
breakup of this region, connecting these two different historical moments, 
the one leading to a dictatorship experience and the other to the formation 
of democratic states, by similar response from the people, “tired” of re-
defining themselves according to the power in charge.
While referring to ‘grammar’, Slaven offers several examples of phe-
nomena which are set in a lexical context. This apparent paradox can be 
solved if we take into consideration a wider concept of grammar suggested 
by Noam Chomsky (1980, 222), representing the set of rules that hold a so-
ciety together. The main issue here is that of a shared language whose ef-
fectiveness is based on agreement; the substitution of shared formulas can 
be thus interpreted as a denial of that previous agreement and a declaration 
of the existence of a society based on new rules:
a new minister declared in a resounding voice: „And from now on, our television will 
be called Croatian Radio Television (applause) […].
An equally new deputy from the region with a Serb majority (or minority) […] said: 
„I believe it is more correct to call it Radio Television of Croatia, because not only Cro-
ats live in Croatia but also other peoples like Serbians, Italians, Czechs, Hungarians, 
Russians. [...]
The dispute lasted at least two hours live on television.
In other languages, one cannot even explain where the difference between the two 
denominations lies, where was the poisonous germ worthy a furious dispute (Slaven, 
1997, 82–83).
A war that “started with grammar” uses language as its battlefield, 
locating it in the public speech. In this episode, we can distinguish two 
dimensions of the political discourse suggested by Šejgal (2004, 23), the 
virtual and the real one. To the virtual dimension belongs the genre, the 
setting of the announcement of the new minister, the formula used, the pos-
sibility itself that something can, from now on (!), have a different name. 
In turn the discussion that follows the announcement, the alternative defi-
nitions, and the impact of such discussion on the public are located in the 
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real dimension.  An element of great importance, here, is the arbitrariness 
applied to the use of language (Głowiński, 2008), the possibility itself of 
renaming an entity of public interest such as the National Television, de-
claring a new idea of community while de-legitimizing the old one. For the 
second time, Slaven reveals a paradox in suggesting similarities between 
the pre-Yugoslavia War political condition and what followed immediately 
after in the same region. It is worth noticing that similar phenomena re-
garding public speech and political campaign has been observed elsewhere 
in Central and Eastern European countries (Ponomareva, 2010, 302–303) 
while, from a formal perspective, the processes that took place led to the 
foundation of new democratic states; a careful look shows how the verbal 
dimension in these processes was influenced by formulas from previous, 
non-democratic regimes.
The need of the power to normalize the very conception of that cultural 
and linguistic area solicits the internalized image that the individuals who 
live in that area have (Ušakin, 1996, 137). Thus, Slaven explains: if in the 
other languages such a dilemma could not technically exist, her particular 
mother-tongue makes it possible:
The grammar of our language (or, of our languages: Serbian, Croatian, Slovenian, Ma-
cedonian, Bosnian [...] what a chaos, what a selfish waste) is difficult, touchy, fussy, 
offensive, stubborn (and much more, may God save us), sometimes incomprehensible 
to other peoples.
But if two peoples who have the same origin, the same language, the same destiny 
(wanting or not) cannot, or rather do not want to understand each other, how can we 
expect the world to understand us? (Slaven, 1997, 83).
This language that we do not know how to name – by saying Serbo-
-Croatian we reject the differences, but we exalt them beyond measure by 
distinguishing the terms – is strongly characterized, personified, endowed 
with a personality that appears deeply tied to its destiny. But more important-
ly, the closure in this passage leads us to the starting point of this paragraph, 
which was the possibility itself to see, and therefore recognize, oneself be-
sides what is suggested from the above. In Coman’s novel, a similar question 
arises after describing the emergence of the Romanian people: “But would 
the World have eyes to see it?” (Coman, 2010, 169). While postponing the 
answer to future generations, the authoress seems to be aware of the impor-
tance of her writing as a tool to restore a portion of truth.
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In her preface, Coman (2010, 2) asks “How much time will have to 
pass before we catch up with our memories, forget the things that hurt us 
and heal from our past?” She explains, then, that twenty years of wander-
ing around the world were not enough to give this question an answer, un-
less the answer is, exactly, to write about it. Remembering the title of a fa-
mous essay (Lowenthal, 1985), for this migrant writer the foreign country 
is the past itself, and she brings it along with her for as long as she carries 
a memory that can’t find words. I would like to suggest, then, that these 
and other stories might be located at a complex intersection between the 
past and the present  (foreign and local), revealing their peculiar interac-
tions by describing them.
4. Writing from a distance
Different historical and cultural paths under the experience of socialist 
regimes seem to have left similar, often unpredictable signs in individuals 
born thousands of kilometers from each other. Still, what is important to 
notice here, is the time and the place where the stories connected to such 
experiences converge. During our interview, the Romanian-born journalist 
and writer Anca Martinas points out:
[Living under dictatorship] has enriched me. As a life experience. It gave me a lot, 
strangely. It allows me to tell.  […] Now, I wouldn’t have anything to tell about. […] 
A comfortable life is not a life to tell about.
While recalling dramatic moments in Romanian history, Martinas sug-
gests that she can re-evaluate that period today, in the light of the contri-
bution it has given to her creativity. Her first novel published in Italian, 
Dalla Romania senza amore ([From Romania without love] 2009), has at 
its core multiple stories of migration, a portrait of Romanian post-1989 
society and the memory of a difficult past. The impact of a disaggregated 
society is shown with special focus on female characters who, despite be-
ing strong and able to pick up their lives, are destined to succumb. Their 
stories, as in many other literary works by Center and Eastern European 
female migrant writers in Italy (ex.: Ţurcanu, 2008; Sorina, 2006), are sto-
ries of change, rebellion, attempts of coping with transition from previous 
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status – represented by life in the Country of origin, in a non-democratic or 
disrupted society, sometimes both – to the new one. The change, familiar 
to anyone who has migrated or who has witnessed a violent transformation 
of the system in which he lives, is shown in these texts specifically regard-
ing the status of women and their experiences.
Several studies focused on the condition of women in Central and 
Eastern European countries (Corrin, 1992; Rai, Pilkington, Phizacklea, 
1992) suggest that, during the regimes, the image that women had of them-
selves was attacked by propaganda messages being, ultimately, a source of 
guilt and unease (Corrin, 1992b, 173–174). An autobiographical example 
is given, during the interview, by Sarah Zuhra Lukanić, Croatian-born poet 
and writer. While describing her first approach to writing through senti-
mental and erotic poems, little understood and little appreciated by those 
with whom she shared them, she explains that “there was a [concept of] 
modesty that had nothing to do with religion, that had everything to do 
with the Party. And I mean that Party”. 
A literary representation of interference between ideology of the re-
gime and the formation of female gender identity is found in the novel Il 
paese dove non si muore mai ([The country where people never die] 2005) 
by Ornela Vorpsi. A young girl reflects on the taboo surrounding sensual-
ity, while admiring Delacroix’s Liberty Leading the People. Therefore, she 
notes: “Liberty had the power to seduce and to enchant, and it did not seem 
to have breastfed. Why didn’t it happen to a man, to lose his shirt like that? 
[...] Did sensuality serve the revolution?” (Vorpsi, 2005, 67–68). Filtered 
through the eyes of the novel character, marked by the prohibitions of the 
society in which she lives and yet not completely innocent, an important 
question emerges.
The violence suffered under dictatorship often occurs in the novels of 
the authors. Among the Albanians, for example, the reference to the im-
prisonment for political reasons is frequent. The consequences of this ex-
perience affect everyone’s lives, especially those of their children. Vorpsi 
writes about it in Il paese dove non si muore mai: “I was the daughter of 
a political prisoner, so I had to imbue myself with communist education 
more than others because I was at risk” (Vorpsi, 2005, 19). And again, de-
scribing a friend of the protagonist: “[Kristina] lived alone with her moth-
er, her father was in prison. An important difference: he was not a political 
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prisoner, he was an ordinary prisoner, meaning not dangerous. He had sto-
len” (Vorpsi, 2005, 25). In Mari ovunque ([Seas everywhere] 2007) by El-
vira Dones, the psychological consequences of political prison are defined 
as ‘hell’ that “cannot be told, only suffered”, and that “haunts you” even if 
you survive (Dones, 2007, 84).
This set of examples serves the purpose of reflecting on writing from 
a distance, given by the physical presence of the author in a different coun-
try, by the time passed since the events that are being described and by the 
use of a different language. We can consider the choice of producing liter-
ary work concerning the experience of living in a non-democratic, socialist 
country either as neutral, belonging to the territory of the writers’ creativ-
ity, or we can try to connect it with several others and with the testimony of 
those who have written such works. I would like to follow the latter path, 
therefore focusing on the impact of memory regarding this specific type of 
experience.
In a collection edited by Modrzejewski and Sznajderman, the Albanian 
writer Fatos Lubonja, who spent seventeen years in prison as a political 
prisoner, tells about his return to the place of his imprisonment. The cells 
are gone, the buildings have been dismantled. Astonished and disturbed 
by the fact that one can feel a nostalgic feeling towards the most dramatic 
moments of one’s life, Lubonja suggests the idea of a ‘writer’s nostalgia’. 
In fact, he concludes, the attitude towards suffering of those who write is 
peculiar: the ‘writer’s nostalgia’ reminds of the good and the bad in the 
same way (Lubonja, 2003, 92–94). Peeter Sauter, Estonian, tries to answer 
the question “What do you really miss?” with these words: “When we 
lived in a closed system, there were many unknown things we wanted with 
a passion so intense it turned into a kind of nostalgia. We dreamed with 
regret about a lot of things we had never seen, and nostalgia blossomed and 
flourished from what was missing” (Sauter, 2003, 147).
This yearning for something that one has never possessed, this “con-
sciousness of an elsewhere, awareness of a contrast between past and pre-
sent, between present and future” (Prete, 1992, 19), also resurfaces in the 
impressions of the journey that the protagonist of the autobiographical 
novel by Elvira Mujčić Al di là del Caos ([Beyond the chaos] 2007) ac-
complishes while traveling, from Italy, back to her native country. When 
passing Vienna, she notes: “It relaxes me, then it excites me. There is 
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a little of my East in it; in the Danube there is a scent of childhood, of 
things gone, of things never had” (Mujčić, 2007, 70). In Mujčić’s novel 
E se Fuad avesse avuto la dinamite?, Zlatan, the main character, describes 
the encounter with his fellow countrymen:
People over the age of 25, when the war started, regretted the youth spent in their 
country [...]. For these people life is divided into a before and an after. The after is 
a deadlock in which one is stationed, but one does not love it. The before is everything, 
even more than what it actually was, because if there is one thing that is not honest it is 
nostalgia: it is cultivated, cared for, and that ends up making you remember things that 
never existed (Mujčić, 2009, 36).
The Ukrainian writer Jurij Andruchovič hypothesizes that the reason 
for nostalgia could be “the sense of security, peace, regularity, legal or-
der” (Andruchovič, 2003, 135). As shown from numerous other documents 
and testimonies collected from inhabitants of former socialist countries, 
regret is often linked to a peculiar relationship with the centralized and 
assistentialist state (Banchelli, 2001). The illusion of order and security 
is generally accompanied by the idea of a purer society, based on ideals, 
these aspects taken to the extreme in the novel Rigor Artis (2014) by Irina 
Ţurcanu. In this thriller set in 2010’s Romania, a serial killer chooses as 
victims young women with fame ambitions. The cause is not clear until it 
is discovered that Vlad, this is the name of the character, is an illegitimate 
son of Ceausescu, seized by the desire to revive the past. He punishes girls 
who represent values coming from the West, in order to set an example to 
others. When he meets his first love, he thinks that “she is just an unaware 
victim of the unhealthy society that surrounds her, of the infected west-
ernism that has ruined a people with an ancient identity” (Ţurcanu, 2014, 
108). With this tale of grotesque tones, the authoress summarizes a feeling 
that, according to her, is actually common to many Romanian citizens.
This sense of nostalgia and loss, connected sometimes with a stereo-
typed East/West opposition, recur differently in several literary texts so 
far cited. Mujčić’s Zlatan states that “Italy was killing my Eastern spirit” 
(Mujčić, 2007, 48), thus considering the journey back home beneficial. His 
mother, while blaming him for certain behaviors, says: “You know, it is not 
nice to lose one’s roots like this. You’re all Western now” (Mujčić, 2009, 
29). Mirsad, a character in Vorpsi’s novel, “is sad because the West does 
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not understand the truths of the rest of us from the East, the former East. 
Because truths we have are so different from theirs” (Vorpsi, 2007,  5). The 
transformation, the encounter between different worlds that we refuse to 
call ‘civilization’, but which seem, through the testimony of many voices, 
to constitute incommunicable spaces, generate mixed feelings. The meet-
ing sometimes seems to sharpen the recognition of an identity defined by 
the opposition to the West. But the idea of the West itself is marked by 
a rhetoric belonging to a specific era, to the language of opposition and 
distance promoted by regimes that were in power before 1989. 
5. ‘A meaningful answer’
By way of conclusion, I would like to make an observation that takes 
a cue from sociological readings of literature, which suggest, far from an 
explicit political intent, a power and a role for literary works and the way 
they can interact with readers’ society. In her analysis of the realist novel 
and its social function, Martha Nussbaum says that the literary work is able 
to nullify every expedient of self-protection, forcing the reader to “pay 
attention and react to many things that can be difficult to deal with” (Nuss-
baum, 2012, 40). The ‘power’ of literature can be explained by the lower-
ing of defenses, the involvement and the degree of participation that the 
reader experiences (Nussbaum, 2012, 43). Such a deep ‘feeling’ of what, 
in the everyday life, belongs to others’ subjectivity, should be a catalyst 
for understanding otherness and becoming sensitive and empathic towards 
perspective one would have never shared, perspective based on personal 
social background. Nussbaum’s analysis focuses on the reception while 
taking into consideration a specific genre whose narratives are deeply con-
nected with social experience. In the novels cited in this article, the other is 
repeatedly central; through the reading, though, many categories of ‘other-
ness’ can be viewed specifically acquiring credibility due to the potential 
of the literary text. The ‘migrant’, seen from the outside, emerges as a citi-
zen of an ‘other’ European country; a poor person is shown in relation to its 
personal story and the history of its place of origin; a woman is revealed as 
a person who has high chances of being prevaricated or abused; a strange 
struggling individual can be connected to a concrete memory baggage and 
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to his/her battle to cope with the past and adapt to the present. And al-
though authors are free in creating their plots and defining their characters, 
the plots and the characters cited seem to suggest a sensitivity towards this 
face of literature and to express a form of hope regarding its impact.
Lucien Goldmann poses the question whether we should consider the 
subject of a literary work the individual who wrote it or the social group 
to which the individual belongs to (Goldmann, 1981, 211–230). He starts 
from the hypothesis that every human behavior, and so writing, constitutes 
an attempt to “give a meaningful answer to a specific situation and for this 
reason it tends to create a balance between the subject of the action and 
the object to which the action refers, the surrounding world” (Goldmann, 
1981, 211). We might take into consideration the idea that this meaningful 
answer is not necessarily provided by the words written as much as by the 
ongoing search for words, the possibility itself of writing. It is the act of 
writing that codifies a new relationship with the environment. This search 
for balance is at the origin of a transformation cycle, as previous actions 
generate conditions that subsequent actions will tend to overcome. Thus, 
any literary work may be regarded as a kind of ambivalent action whose 
object is the world. If the human being is someone “that cannot see a situ-
ation without changing it, because his gaze freezes, destroys or sculpts [...] 
changes the object” (Sartre, 2009, 14), we might consider the gaze itself, 
turned into words in the above-mentioned literary works, as a form of ac-
tion. Its aim is to make the experiences readable, both for the reader and 
the writer and therefore to counter those experiences that deprive of words.
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